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Food justice is a multi-dimensional, complexity of issues that focuses on four primary areas, each of 

which contains its own maze of issues and implications.  It’s about equal access to fresh food and water, it’s 

about animal rights, about labor rights and it’s about creating a food production system that lets us live gently 

on Earth.  It would take a series of sermons to fully consider our food system and the related justice issues.   

 At the very beginning, we’re talking about a revolution.  This revolution was launched by Michael 

Pollen three years ago with these simple words: 

Eat Food.  Not too much.  Mostly Plants. 

 At the heart of Pollen’s statement: Eat Food.  The issue?  We eat processed food products, not food.   

We know far less about what we should eat than we think we do.  We learn things and find out we 

were wrong.  We’ve learned and unlearned plenty of information.  Do you watch Mad Men?  One of the joys 

of watching that show is seeing how differently Americans lived and ate in the 1960s.  A favorite moment for 

me happens after Roger’s heart attack.  Genuinely baffled about how this could have happened, and a little 

self-righteous about following doctor’s orders for years, being an excellent patient who heeds his doctors 

warnings, he says to his wife, “I did everything the doctors told me to do for the ulcer- I ate all that cheese 

and cream, just like they said.”     

In recent years, we learned that low fat diets reduce the risk of breast cancer, and then that they don’t, 

that high fiber diets decrease the risk of colon cancer, and then that they don’t.  Omega 3s have been all the 

rage, but after people have been popping millions of dollars worth of Omega 3 supplements, we’ve discovered 

that it only works in relationship to Omega 6.   

We’ve taken a scientific approach to food, reducing each item to a list of nutrients.  Then, like a puzzle, 

we add all the pieces we think we need like calcium or vitamin c to foods where it’s not generally found 

creating supermarkets filled with labels screaming ENRICHED!  As a result, we are no longer eating food, but 

food-like products processed to retain all the currently fashionable vitamins and minerals.   

What’s lacking in this approach is the recognition that we don’t know enough about food to break it 

down to the sum of its parts.  Years ago, after observing that people who ate carrots were healthier than 

those who didn’t, the humble carrot was heralded as were the 3 macronutrients they found in it.  Then 

science took a turn and discovered dozens of vitamins in that simple carrot and more recently we’ve found 

polyphenols and carotenoids that have again allowed the carrot to raise the bar, but who knows what else is 

going on in the soul of a carrot?  We’ve stripped our carrots of everything we know is there and added all 

those beneficial pieces to plenty of other foods, hoping that we can eat pop tarts now that they have all the 

vitamin A of a carrot. 

We’ve come to love our health claims and many Americans feel great about themselves when they buy 

the fortified, enriched, low-fat, whole grain pasta.  With the rise in popularity of this nutrient puzzle approach, 

is the rise of processed food, food whose benefits can be declared on a label.  It’s actually happened that 

people concerned about health are more likely to buy food that comes packaged than to buy natural food like 

that unassuming carrot because whole, natural food doesn’t have boxes on which to make their health claims.   

The concept that has become very popular in response to the rising acceptance of Pollen’s argument, is 

to eat whole food.  His guide is to eat food your great grandmother would recognize.  Yodels won’t make the 

cut.  He says if you can’t buy all your food at farmer’s markets, which poses something of a challenge through 

the winter months, then we should shop around the outside of the supermarket, avoiding the aisles with all 

those boxed and packaged foods.   

But I’d like to throw a little bit of a wrench into that plan.   

My problem can be well illustrated by the tomato. 

Tomatoes are arguably the most consumed fruit or vegetable in our country. (It is, btw, classified as 

both fruit and vegetable.) 28% of Americans eat a meal every day that contains at least one tomato.   

But tomatoes only grow locally in the summer.  We all know the joy of a kitchen window-sill lined with 



fresh tomatoes in August and the creative cooking we do to consume all those tomatoes before the season’s 

over.  But, we can only grow tomatoes in the warm months.   

Immokalee, Florida is the tomato capital of the nation.  It’s a desolate shanty town 10 minutes from 

Bonita Springs, a wealthy coastal town and about 45 minutes from Naples, one of the wealthiest metropolitan 

area in the country.  The heart of the town is a 9 block grid of dusty, potholed, empty streets, lined with 

trailers fit for 1 or 2 with 10 or 12 pairs of shoes by the door indicating the number of people currently calling 

that box home.  Per capita income in Immokalee is $8,500.  90% of all the tomatoes eaten in the US are grown 

there. 

I know something about Immokalee because I’ve spent some time there working with and alongside 

migrant workers over the course of a few years.  I used to run an undergraduate program bringing students 

around the country and abroad to serve the poor and study issues of justice.  I knew a man who worked with 

this population and I asked his help getting us in.  The first year we worked in the migrant camps helping 

people find the services they need, and in food pantries and soup kitchens and that kind of thing.  But, the real 

work happened that first year when we finagled our way onto the fields.  I can’t even tell you how this 

happened because what happens in these fields is not open to the public.  But we went and I was able to get 

out there year after year to learn what life as a tomato picker was really about. 

Pickers stand in line on the street waiting for the buses in the dark of the morning.  This makes sense 

to me, not because tomatoes need to be picked at 5am, but because most citizens don’t want to see the faces 

of the men who work these fields.  They pile onto the buses, hoping to get a space.  On the fields, they’re 

given a pair of gloves and a barrel and they’d head out to the rows of hedges.  Once full, they hoist the bucket 

onto their heads or shoulders and carry them through the field to a very large, open back truck.  The foreman 

is standing at the top of the truck.  The pickers throw the buckets over their heads and the foreman catches 

it, dumps the tomatoes and throws it back to the worker who runs back to the rows.   

They were paid, believe it or not, .44 cents for each 32 pound bucket.  Working at breakneck speed, 

some of these guys are able to pick a ton of tomatoes in a day, netting as much as $50 for their 12 hours. 

Everything has to go very right for that to happen, including not having this sorry white girl in the fields to trip 

over. I was able to sustain 2 buckets an hour which gave me a total of $7.04 a for my eight hour day.  I wasn’t 

once able to throw that 32 pound bucket to the foreman, so as I approached the truck, someone else would 

throw it and I’d give him my 44 cents.   

The tomato fields of Immokalee are also ground zero for modern slavery.  In the fall of 2008, one 

slavery ring was broken and the slaveholders were convicted, but that’s a rare occurrence.  It happened 
because one slave named Lucas was able to break free.  He’d been looking for work in the fields and didn’t 

know anyone in Florida, so he arranged a deal with a man for a place to live.  The man offered credit for 

weeks there wasn’t enough work along with room and board. But when Lucas showed up, he found that the 

room for which he was paying $20 a week was actually the back U-Haul truck that he shared with a dozen 

other men.  It was better, though, than the boxes some men were locked in.  There was no light or water or 

toilet of any kind in the truck and the door was locked.  For his $20 he also got 2 meals a day of eggs, rice and 

beans and was charged for everything including $5 per use of the cold hose for cleaning and drinking.  Lucas 

worked the field and his paycheck went directly to the slaveholder who then gave Lucas a few dollars a week 

while adding up the debt.   

When Lucas tried to leave, he was beaten badly.  He and the other slaves were slashed with knives, 

tied to posts and shackled in chains.  There were no sick days without severe beatings.  Early one morning 

after several years in this hell, Lucas saw a small hole in the roof of that truck and was able to break his way 

free.   

More than a thousand people have been liberated in the past 10 years, but there are thousands more 

locked into slavery in Florida right now.  There have only been 7 cases where slave holders have been 

convicted in these 10 years.   1,000 is the documented number from just those 7 cases.  Most slaves will not 

testify which means there won’t be justice and those men and women will never be counted, leaving the real 

total of American slaves a mystery. 

All this so our supermarkets can have bins overflowing with ripe tomatoes in January. 

Like I said, when I was in Immokalee, the rate was 44 cents a bucket, but the Coalition of Immokalee 



Workers fought a national fight that lasted almost a decade trying to get the price raised to 45 cents.  Burger 

King, McDonalds, Pizza Hut, Taco Bell and a few others have, after much public pressure, agreed not to 

purchase tomatoes if less than 45 cents per barrel was paid to the workers.  Subway agreed to a 1 ½ cent 

increase to help cover the coalition’s administrative costs, and have instituted a special monitoring system to 

ensure fair labor practices and they will only purchase if the additional money has actually been paid to the 

workers.  (I don’t eat fast food, but I always promise myself that if I do, it will be at Subway.) 

Unfortunately, The Tomato Growers Exchange won’t release most of the extra money.  They say they 

have legal concerns about the raises and will hold the money in escrow until it’s all sorted out.  In the 

meantime, you can imagine how many migrant workers will be signing legal documents declaring their rights to 

that money.  To make it more difficult for the growers, the Growers Exchange implemented a $100,000 fine 

to anyone caught paying the additional money. 

Whole Foods is the only supermarket that has committed to purchasing from growers who pay a living 

wage, although what they call a living wage has been disputed by many labor watchdogs. In March, 2009 Crist, 

Governor of Florida, agreed to meet with 4,000 pickers to talk about labor conditions.  He’s the 3rd governor 

petitioned to have this meeting and until recently, he was actively ducking the request, which has been 

standard practice in Floridian politics.  As a result of the national attention focused on the state due to that 

major slavery conviction, Crist broke with traditional practice and agreed to the meeting.  He then did a very 

brave thing- something Floridian governors before him never did- he stated clearly that he is against slavery of 

any kind and will fight to eliminate it in his state.  His exact line was “not even a little slavery is OK.”  This 

might sound obvious, but it was in direct opposition to the previous governor’s implication that a little slavery 

was tolerable. Over the last two years, Crist has continued to show moral this kind of moral leadership. 

The most disturbing part of this story for me actually isn’t in all these facts about Lucas’ life or the 

numbers of slaves being held in Florida, as horrific as all those things are.  Somehow even more disturbing 

were the comments made by readers of a Floridian newspaper beneath the article reporting the conviction of 

the slaveholders.  Readers said things like “you don’t like the conditions, stay on your side of the border” or 

more pointedly “you get what you deserve”.  There was no connection with the victims with whom the 

writers share a common humanity.  Instead, the dominant voice was one of profound ignorance and a lack of 

compassion that almost sounded sociopathic.   

One of the implications in these kinds of statements is that we don’t need migrant workers without 

papers to do this work, but just last winter, that was proven to be wrong.  Because of the crackdown on 

undocumented workers in Pennsylvania, people stayed away from the tomato fields there, ultimately forcing 
the largest tomato company in the state out of business.  The owner said that he usually employs 125 men 

during the picking season, all good men but none of whom were willing to risk deportation.  And for 45 cents 

a barrel, there weren’t any legal American workers lining up to take their places.  Of course, the majority of 

farm workers earn less than $10,000 a year and have no health insurance, sick days, or job security of any 

kind.  The pay has remained nearly the same for 30 years.   

So, what can we do?  Here in NY State, there’s an important bill we can all support.  The Farmworkers 

Fair Labor Bill requires that the same rights afforded to other workers in the state be given to farm workers, a 

provision that is apparently not in place.  It allows for collective bargaining, the right to 24 consecutive hours 

off each week, and establishes an 8 hour work day or the right to overtime pay.  It also makes farm workers 

eligible for workers compensation and guarantees sanitary working conditions.  This bill was voted down in 

2009 by the Agriculture Committee, but won such widespread support over the course of the year that it was 

eventually brought to the Senate floor in August 2010.  Sadly, it wasn’t passed, but the fight isn’t over.  We can 

each learn more about this bill and encourage our representatives to pay attention to it as well.   

2nd, Anti-slave workers in the country are encouraging people to stop buying tomatoes grown in 

Florida until slavery has ended.  Of course, as Senator Bernie Sanders says, slavery is the extreme, but the 

norm is still a disaster, so we can refuse to send our money to the Tomato Growers Exchange until fair labor 

practices have been implemented for everybody. 

We also might want to consider following the lead of the UU Church of Danbury which voted to join 

the New Sanctuary Movement, becoming the first congregation in Connecticut to make such a public move.  

They’re taking a stand on the state of undocumented workers in this country and have been very vocal on 



worker’s rights and immigration issues.  Possibly our Social Justice Committee wants to consider what it 

would mean for this congregation to respond publically and actively on this issue. 

And, maybe we need to amend Michael Pollen’s revolutionary statement.  Eat Food.  Not Much.  

Mostly Plants.  Mostly Local.  When we eat local food grown on small farms or in our own vegetable gardens, 

we have nothing to worry about.  The labor is our own or that of our neighbors or farmer with whom we’ve 

built a relationship and there aren’t any boxes of fortified Coco Puffs growing in anyone’s back yard.   

 In the month of March, we imported 657 metric tons of vegetables and 1115 metric tons of fruit.  We 

spent $652 million dollars to import grains, even though we were once the breadbasket of the world.  And it’s 

not like we’re all that intentional about this; for instance, the state of California imports an equal amount of 

tomatoes from Canada that they export to Canada each year.  While I would never advocate the end of the 

global food market, we do need to include in the cost of our current food system the planetary consequences 

of hauling our food the average 1500 miles our food travels to our tables.  The transportation of food has 

been estimated to be responsible for 30% of the US carbon footprint each year.  And we participate in this 

system mindlessly.  I mean…Kellogg’s nutri-grain bar has ingredients from nine different countries! 

One of the things I’ve done is to start InterGenerate, a non-profit organization committed to 

environmental and social sustainability.  Founded in January, 2009, we have already opened a 90 plot 

community garden with a significant portion dedicated to a Giving Garden which sources the Mt. Kisco Inter-

Faith Food Pantry.  Membership costs $25 for the year, making it affordable to everyone and all members are 

required to volunteer three hours a month to the communal plots or to our work with the Boys and Girls 

Club which sends groups once or twice a week to learn about local resourcing.  We also opened a teaching 

garden at John Jay Homestead for neophytes like me to learn how to become self-sufficient and increase our 

food security.  This year we will create a communal garden that will be mutually planted, worked and 

harvested by 8 families and are opening a Heritage Egg Co-op also at the Homestead.  In addition, last year we 

started an intergenerational garden camp at Bedford Audubon to build a sustainable community while teaching 

children how to grow their own food.  Using a traditional community organizing approach, we are also 

teaming up with members of the Latino community in Mt. Kisco to bring affordable farmer’s markets to 

neighborhoods where fresh, local, organic food is too expensive and therefore inaccessible for the residents.  

On donated land with donated crops and volunteer labor, local farmers can keep their costs down, allowing 

them to sell their product at a dramatically reduced rate.   

We can all shift towards a more local lifestyle.  Becoming a locavore is about joining a revolution. A 

revolution for health, for Earth, for food security and for fair labor practices.  I’m not suggesting it’s easy or 
inexpensive.  In fact, I’ll be completely honest in telling you it will be both difficult and costly.  We’ll be eating 

less and paying more.   

And maybe we have to go without tomatoes in January. 

 


